Privacy and IoT Research Exploration Workshop

Requirements
• Be an undergraduate student at a 2-year institution or one of the following 4-year institutions: UC Irvine, UC Davis, Northeastern University, or University of Southern California
• Available for the duration of the entire program
• No prior experience needed

Benefits
• Learn about cutting-edge research on privacy.
• Gain hands-on experience using the Raspberry Pi microcomputer and python.
• Mentoring from faculty, students, and industry professionals.

Program Dates and Times
June 20 - July 1, 2022
9 AM - 3 PM PST
12 PM - 6 PM EST
On the UCI Campus

Program
The Research Exploration Workshop aims to broaden the participation among underrepresented groups in privacy and security research including women, Latinx/Hispanics, Blacks/African Americans, Native Americans, people with disabilities, and people of low socioeconomic status.

The workshop will expose the participants to the following research topics: internet of things, security, privacy, mobile systems, and networking. You will get the opportunity to interact and network with top researchers in the field, and gain hands-on experience.

Application Online: https://tinyurl.com/2022ProperData-Data-Spire
Application Deadline: March 4, 2022, by 11:59 pm
Extended Deadline: March 18, 2022, by 11:59 pm PST
For more information, please contact: oai@uci.edu or visit the ProperData website